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8 Questions for Federal Cannabis Legislation Expert 

This week will mark the one-year anniversary of the Schumer federal cannabis 

legislation draft being released. While we continue to await the full proposal 

(promised ahead of the upcoming August Congressional recess although the same 

was said for April), cannabis banking reform continues to be a hot topic with 

several lawmakers making news of a looming push in recent weeks.  

 

We remain skeptical that banking legislation can get done before year-end but it 

certainly seems that the chance of passage is improving. With that in mind, we 

reached out to Noah Marine, a Director at Invariant and an expert when it comes 

to cannabis legislation. We asked Mr. Marine eight questions on the logistics of 

banking progress and what a push could look like. We have included the exchange 

in this note. 

 

Mr. Marine has been personally involved with federal cannabis legislation since 

2012 when he drafted the original version of the SAFE Banking Act as the 

Legislative Director for Congressman Ed. Perlmutter. After that, Mr. Marine 

continued to work on cannabis reform alongside Congressman Perlmutter before 

joining the private sector in 2017.  

 

At Invariant, Mr. Marine advises corporate customers on cannabis related issues.  

 

Viridian: There have been reports that Chuck Schumer is already pivoting from his 

comprehensive federal legislation push to a focus on more incremental piece-meal 

reform and specifically banking legislation.   

 

How quickly can this happen and does he risk alienating progressives in his party 

by doing so after promising broader change for so long? 

 

NM: Majority Leader Schumer is having quiet conversations with key 

congressional leaders on an incremental approach that can muster the required 

60 votes in the Senate.   

 

Configuring a package that can garner 10 Republican votes while not losing any 

Democrats is difficult.  But the goal is to have an agreed-upon framework before 

the August recess and then let the congressional staff finalize the text heading 

into the lame-duck session in November/December.  Any agreed-upon cannabis 

package must be attached to a year-end wrap-up spending measure.  This will be 

predicated on the outcome of the November mid-term election.  

 

Viridian: The August recess is just weeks away, when do you expect the Schumer 

proposal to come?  

 

NM: While cannabis reform remains a high priority, the truth is that the Majority 

Leader is focused on other critically important issues before the August recess 

and November mid-term election.   

 

Schumer’s staff remains focused on finishing the USICA/COMPETES conference 

committee, passing the Build Back Better agenda via the budget reconciliation 

process, and protecting women’s reproductive health care post-Dobbs.  

Regardless of when the Cannabis Administration and Opportunity Act (CAOA) is 

introduced, the compacted Senate congressional calendar means the 

comprehensive bill will not come up for consideration this Congress. That is why 

you are starting to hear chatter about a pivot and an incremental reform package. 
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Viridian: What are the minimum social equity provisions that will be required to get progressive Democrats behind SAFE as a 

stand-alone entity or an attachment?  Could that threshold be acceptable to Republicans? 

 

NM: This is the key question, but Democrats must strike a realistic balance.  A package with SAFE Banking, veterans’ access, 

and expanded research opportunities will likely be included.   

 

Majority Leader Schumer recently met with Rep. Dave Joyce (R-OH) to discuss the prospects of including the HOPE Act in this 

incremental package.  The HOPE Act will allocate $20 million over ten years to help states defray the costs of expunging 

cannabis offenses.  Will Republicans object to the funding or the policy of assisting states in expunging non-violent drug 

offenses?  Time will tell! 

 

 

Viridian: Rep Perlmutter recently added SAFE language to the 2023 Defense Spending Bill (authorizes defense related 

appropriations), was this a last hope effort or is SAFE still possible as a standalone entity with a Chuck Schumer pivot?  How 

does this timing compare to the inclusion last year?   

 

NM: Rep. Perlmutter has consistently said he “will pursue any and all legislative avenues to get SAFE Banking across the finish 

line this year.”  There is little downside risk to having SAFE Banking included in the FY23 National Defense Authorization Act 

(NDAA).   

 

The NDAA is considered a “must-pass” bill, so it is worth taking another shot.  Plenty of progressive Democrats support SAFE 

Banking, so if the incremental cannabis reform package falls apart, the NDAA remains a backup plan.    

 

 

 

Viridian: The bipartisan Capital Lending and Investment for Marijuana Businesses (CLIMB) ACT was introduced in June?  What is 

the motivation for the timing of the release, is that posturing for 2023 or a push to change something within SAFE? 

 

NM: While it is doubtful the CLIMB Act will see any legislative action this year, it is great to see two Members of Congress (Troy 

Carter (D-LA) and Guy Reschenthaler (R-PA)) who traditionally have not been that involved in cannabis reform introduce a new 

bipartisan bill.   

 

The CLIMB Act will not have any impact on the SAFE Banking prospects.  The SAFE Banking Act has passed the House on six 

separate occasions, so no material changes to the underlying bill are expected.  Up-listing and broader capital markets access 

may be a conversation some Republicans are willing to entertain next Congress if they take control of either chamber.  

 

 

Viridian: Still a lot of time before November, but polls indicate an improved chance that Democrats will maintain control of the 

Senate in the mid-terms.  This seems to be a change from even late Spring, does that potential outcome change the narrative 

for cannabis legislation both in terms of the current push and the possibilities for the lame duck session?  

 

NM: Conventional wisdom is that Republicans will take control of the House next Congress.  Frankly, this could be a catalyst to 

passing SAFE Banking during this year’s lame-duck session of Congress, knowing that Republicans have other priorities next 

Congress they want to focus on ahead of cannabis.   

 

With respect to the Senate, no matter which party captures the majority next Congress and controls the gavels, if the legislative 

filibuster remains in place, cannabis reform legislation will need at least 60 votes to overcome the filibuster.  At this point, 

neither party is expected to capture 60 seats.  Therefore, similar dynamics will be at play next Congress, regardless of whether 

Democrats or Republicans win.  Either party is expected to have a very slim majority. 
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Viridian: Would a party split between the House and Senate be good for legislative cooperation or would we be better off with a 

Republican sweep and banking reform w/o social equity? 

 

NM: Passing cannabis reform will remain a challenge next Congress, regardless of who is in power.   

 

However, this could present an opportunity for reform via executive action, albeit President Biden has historically opposed 

cannabis reform.  Whether reinstatement of the Cole Memo or having the HHS, FDA, and DEA explore removing cannabis 

altogether or lowering the Schedule of cannabis, additional executive actions could be undertaken.   

 

Democrats will continue to pressure President Biden to pardon more individuals and commute the sentences of non-violent 

cannabis offenders.  Commuting, expunging, and pardoning additional cannabis-related offenders will be welcomed by 

Democrats. 

 

 

Viridian: Are there other significant Democratic priorities at stake for the lame-duck session that have to/will be accommodated 

first?  Will the White House stand in the way of a late push for SAFE? 

 

NM: The focus of the lame-duck session will be a government spending bill and the NDAA.  Further, suppose Democrats lose 

control of the Senate after the mid-term election. In that case, they will need to spend time confirming executive branch 

nominees, recognizing that the process will be controlled by “Majority Leader McConnell” next Congress.  Therefore, having 

SAFE Banking included in the NDAA is a potential backup plan.   

 

There will be limited opportunities, so every legislative vehicle matters. 
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believed by Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable, but 

Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.  

 

Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other 

self-regulatory organizations. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United 

States broker-dealers. 

 

Opinions, estimates, and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. 

They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and are subject to change without notice. In 

addition, opinions, estimates and projections in this report may differ from or be contrary to those expressed by other 

business areas or group of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. has no obligation to update, 

modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, 

projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 

 

Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. does not provide individually tailored investment advice in research reports. This report has been 

prepared without regard to the particular investments and circumstances of the recipient. The securities discussed in this 

report may not suitable for all investors and investors must make their own investment decisions using their own 

independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their specific financial situations and investment objectives. 

Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is not 

necessarily indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the 

research report. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent 

professional advice. 

 

Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. salespeople, traders and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or 

trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Bradley 

Woods & Co. Ltd. may seek to offer investment banking services to all companies under research coverage. Bradley Woods 

& Co. Ltd. and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment-banking related compensation from the 

company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months.  

 

This research report (the "Report") is investment research, which has been prepared on an independent basis by Bradley 

Woods & Co. Ltd., a member of FINRA and SIPC, with offices at 805 Third Avenue, 18th Floor, New York, NY USA, 10022. 

Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This research report is provided to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. 

clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted, disclosed, copied, photocopied, or duplicated, in whole or in part, or in 

any form or manner, without the express written consent of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. Receipt and review of this research 

report constituted your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion 

or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates, or target prices) without 

first obtaining express permission from Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In the event that this research report is sent to you by a 

party other than Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd., please note that the contents may have been altered from the original, or 

comments may have been added, which may not be the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In such case, neither Bradley 

Woods & Co. Ltd., nor its affiliates or associated persons, are responsible for the altered research report. 

 

This report and any recommendation contained herein speak only as of the date of this report and are subject to change 

without notice. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliated companies and employees shall have no obligation to update or 

amend any information or opinion contained in this report, and the frequency of subsequent reports, if any, remain in the 

discretion of the author and Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. 

 

Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. may effect transactions in the securities of companies discussed in this research report on a 

riskless principal or agency basis. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.’s affiliated entities may, at any time, hold a trading position 

(long or short) in the securities of the companies discussed in this report. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates may 
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engage in such trading in a manner inconsistent with this research report. All intellectual property rights in the research 

report belong to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. Any and all matters related to this research report shall be governed by and 

construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.  

 

This report is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, 

or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability, or use would 

be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates to any registration or 

licensing requirements within such jurisdictions.  
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